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Unusual Aircraft  -  the Airkraft Sunny. 
The Airkraft Sunny was an ultralight aircraft, by 
German designer, Dieter Schulz, who built about 
150 of them between 1989 and 1999. It complied 
with the Féderation Aéroautique Internationale 
microlight rules. In 2000, production moved to 
Switzerland where a further 100 were built before 
production ceased. 
This aircraft featured a diamond-shaped biplane 
with a strut-based, closed wing layout. The upper 
wing is swept back while the lower wing is straight 
but mounted further aft. The two wings are joined 
by swept tip rudders. Elevons are mounted to the 
lower wing only. It had tricycle undercarriage. The 
structure is supported by bolted-together alumini-
um tubing with the flying surfaces covered in  
Dacron cloth. The original design had two seats in 
tandem, an open cockpit and a single engine in 
pusher configuration. Four engine types were  
offered  -  Hirth, Rotax, BMW and Verner 133M, 
providing from 65 hp to 80 hp. 
Subsequently, four variants were offered  -  the 
Sunny Sport with an enclosed or semi-enclosed 
cockpit, the Sunny Side-By-Side with side by side 
seating, the Sunny Targa (pictured) with fully  
enclosed cockpit and the Sunny Amphibian with 
floats. 
General characteristics of Airkraft Sunny were  - 

• Empty Weight  220 kg. 
• MTOW   450 kg. 
• Fuel Capacity  44 litres. 
• Max. Speed  78 knots. 
• Cruise Speed  54 knots. 
• Stall Speed  30 knots. 
• Rate of Climb  790 ft/min. 
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Club’s First Meeting for 2022. 
A quiet start to the club’s year. No comp scheduled but, as in previous years, members gathered 
for lunch and a chat. Tim & Jen, Trevor & Margaret, Owen, Evan, Phil John, and Neil attended, 
with Tim & Jen enjoying a scenic flight down the coast after lunch. 
 

Welcome to Our New Members  -  Via the FLUT Syndicate. 
Richard McDonald, Damian Brumpton, Blake O’Neil, Danial Nakov and Vladlislav Zhelezarov. 
 

New Aerial Fire-Mapping System to Be Tested in SA. 
A new aerial system that can map the path and growth of bushfires in real-time will soon begin 
trials in South Australia. Adelaide-based company, FireFlight Technologies has created a system 
that uses thermal imaging sensors mounted to a manned aircraft, to detect flames through kilo-
metres of thick and billowing smoke, and accurately track a fire’s path. 
This crucial information about the blaze can then be delivered to local firefighting efforts within 
one minute, according to FireFlight founder and CEO Dr Paul Dare, a long-time member of 
AAC!) 

With support from the University of South Australia’s Innovation and Collaboration Centre, Fire-
Flight has been awarded $100,000 under the state government’s Go2Gov program in order to 
produce the trial. It will see FireFlight team up with South Australia Country Fire Service to pro-
vide real-time fire mapping from above throughout this year’s bushfire season, with the hopes of 
using such information to limit the destruction of bushfires. 
Paul, also a volunteer firefighter, has previously used the FireFlight system in the 2019-20     
Kangaroo Island bushfires to provide key information on the blaze to firefighters and defence   
personnel. The system has also been used overseas to track wildfires in Montana and California, 
as well as trials in Queensland and Tasmania. However, the South Australian trial will be the first 
to see the system implemented throughout the entire bushfire season. 
Watch this video to learn more from Paul himself  -  https://youtu.be/6fl0IAV5yKY  

 

And Still on the Subject of Bushfires . . . 
American-based Fireball International (now known as Exci 
and has opened facilities in Maroochydore Qld) has devel-
oped a bushfire detection system, shortly to be trialled in 
Tasmania. Called “exci”, this system uses a ground based 
camera network to capture images that are analysed for   
evidence of fire. Detecting the characteristic colours and 
movements of smoke, the cameras transmit data via satel-
lite to alert firefighters while a fire is still very small. 
In January last year, the system was tested in Noosa Qld. 
A small drum was placed at a disused airfield. Charcoal 
was placed in the base and the drum filled with hay. Cameras were located 10 km away. When 
the fire was lit in the drum, despite it being a windy & rainy day, the system detected  the fire 
within three minutes of it being lit. 
 

Perth-based Drone Firm to Support UAV    
Development for US Navy. 
Perth-based company, Orbital UAV, has been selected 
by the Texas company Skyways to support the develop-
ment of unmanned capability for the US Navy. Orbital 
UAV has signed a memorandum of understanding with 
Skyways, tasked with delivering a pre-production, heavy 
fuel engine for integration into Skyway’s unmanned air      
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system and subsequent flight testing. 
The Australian company is scheduled to complete the delivery in the first quarter of this year,     
before returning to Orbital UAV for evaluation once the flight testing is complete. 
Working with Skyways represents and exciting new development within the unmanned market for 
the company. Skyways has established itself at the forefront of unmanned cargo transportation 
for the US Navy, a growing and critical requirement within the service. Skyways continues to    
develop its platform to meet challenging requirements, including the platform’s ability to run       
efficiently on heavy fuel. 
This deal forms part of Skyways’ contract with the US Navy’s Naval Air Warfare Centre Aircraft 
Division to provide a UAV prototype, built for long-range naval ship-to-ship and ship-to-shore   
cargo transport. 
 

Aerobatic Aircraft Crashes into Hovering Helicopter. 
On 18th September 2020, a two-seat Extra EA-300 aircraft, VH-EXR, with two experienced pilots 
onboard was conducting circuits at 1,000 ft at Caloundra CTAF Airport. The pilot in the front seat 
was conducting a check flight of the rear-seat pilot. 
A two-seat Guimbal Cabri G2 helicopter, VH-LTO, with a solo student pilot on board conducting 
a navigation exercise flight from Redcliffe, joined the circuit ahead of the Extra and was conduct-
ing a stop-and-go on the active runway.  
The Extra landed on the runway behind it and, during the 
landing roll, collided with the rear of the hovering helicopter, 
resulting in substantial damage to both aircraft. The helicop-
ter sustained multiple propeller strikes underneath the cabin 
and separation of its right landing skid. The Extra’s wooden 
propeller was destroyed by the impact with the helicopter’s 
fuselage and landing skid, which punctured the Extra’s right 
wing fuel tank. Fortunately, there were no injuries. 
An ATSB investigation has concluded that the Extra’s nose
-high attitude during landing obscured the hovering heli-
copter from sight until immediately before the crash, mean-
ing those on board were unable to take evasive action. 
ATSB found the pilots of the Extra did not expect the heli-
copter to join the 1,000 feet circuit and did not assimilate 
the helicopter pilot’s radio calls into their mental models of 
the current operations at the airport. As a result, they were 
not aware that the helicopter was ahead of them in the    
circuit. 
ATSB said the incident highlights the importance of pilots being aware of the circuit procedures 
for differing kinds of aircraft. 
 

NYE DRONE SHOW CANCELLED OVER SAFETY CONCERNS. 
Plans for a New Year’s Eve drone light display at Melbourne’s Docklands were scrapped just 
days before the event, after CASA raised safety concerns. The light display, organised by UK-

based drone art company Celestial, was planned to include 350 drones in total, flying in formation 
over Victoria Harbour, taking on the shape of animals, faces, words and more. 
CASA confirmed that an application was placed to perform such a display, by a holder of a 
“remotely piloted aircraft operator’s certificate”. However, the application was ultimately rejected 
by the regulator. “For large displays such as this, we conduct a number of checks to ensure the 
display complies with our safety regulations, including assessing the applicant’s risk assess-
ments,’’ a CASA spokesperson said. “Unfortunately, this year’s New Year’s Eve drone light     
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display in Melbourne did not meet the required standards.’’ 

Celestial says its drone light displays could soon surpass the world’s best firework displays for 
special events and new years’ celebrations. The Somerset-based company highlights that 
drones are cheaper, manoeuvrable, and “can be used again and again”. 

10 Years Ago. 
The January 2011 Go-Round reported on the GAPAN spot landing comp held on 20th Novem-
ber, 2010. It was won by the then GAPAN International Master, Dr Michael Fopp, MA, FMA, 
FrAes. From 1980 to 1984, Dr Fopp was the Keeper of the Battle of Britain collection at the 
RAF Museum, Hendon. As the son of an Australian Battle of Britain pilot, he also knew many of 
the survivors. Whilst visiting Australia, on 17th November, 
2010, he presented the Cobham Lecture at Uni SA. His 
speech was titled “The Battle of Britain  -  70 Years On”. 

The wind direction on the day of the comp was so variable, 
the club marked the spot landing “box” at both ends of Rwy 
03/21. Club member Ray Eastwood took Dr Fopp for a joy 
flight  in his YAK52 to celebrate his win. 

A highlight of the 2010 GAPAN day was the arrival of a  
visiting SIAI Marchetti S211 jet. 
 

Diary Dates. 
All Tuesdays  -  Member’s coffee & chat in the club room from 0930 hours. 
Wednesday 2nd February  -  Committee Meeting in the club room from 1930 hours. 
Saturday 5th February  -  We will be hosting the Honourable Company of Air Pilots Australia 
for their annual spot landing comp, followed by lunch. Club members are requested to attend 
from 1000 hours to assist with the set-up and judging of the comp as well as the catering       
requirements. 
Sunday 6th February  -  Working bee and BBQ lunch from 1000 hours. 
Sunday 6th March  -  Fly-Away lunch at Peterborough or, perhaps, Wilmington. 
 

Some New Year’s Resolutions. 
I just noticed that the Go-Round January 2011 finished with these thoughts which are worth        
repeating  - 
Why not go for a little fly, and enjoy a quiet, small beer whilst watching the sun set ? 

Well  -  there’s January’s Go-Round finished. Just seven more to go to my retirement! There 
are still some dates left available to book your appointment for an interview to see if you are 
“the right stuff” to take over as Editor. Don’t leave it too late! 
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